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QUESTION 1

You have created a custom profile named TEST2. The parent profile of TEST2 is named TEST1. If additional changes
are made to TEST1, what is the effect on TEST2? 

A. All changes to TEST1 are propagated to TEST2. 

B. Some of the changes to TEST1 may propagate to TEST2. 

C. Changes to TEST1 cannot affect TEST2 once TEST2 is saved. 

D. When TEST1 is changed, the administrator is prompted and can choose whether to propagate changes to TEST2. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A site would like to ensure that a given web server\\'s default page is being served correctly prior to sending it client
traffic. They assigned the A site would like to ensure that a given web server\\'s default page is being served correctly
prior to sending it client traffic. They are assigned the default HTTP monitor to the pool. What would the member status
be if it sent an unexpected response to the GET request default HTTP monitor to the pool. What would the member\\'s
status be if it sent an unexpected response to the GET request? 

A. The pool member would be marked offline (red). 

B. The pool member would be marked online (green). 

C. The pool member would be marked unknown (blue). 

D. The pool member would alternate between red and green. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which parameters are set to the same value when a pair of BIG-IP devices are synchronized? 

A. host names 

B. system clocks 

C. profile definitions 

D. VLAN fail-safe settings 

E. MAC masquerade addresses 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Assuming other fail-over settings are at their default state, what would occur if the fail-over cable were to be
disconnected for five seconds and then reconnected? 

A. As long as network communication is not lost, no change will occur. 

B. Nothing. Fail-over due to loss of voltage will not occur if the voltage is lost for less than ten seconds. 

C. When the cable is disconnected, both systems will become active. When the voltage is restored, unit two will revert to
standby mode. 

D. When the cable is disconnected, both systems will become active. When the voltage is restored, both systems will
maintain active mode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement describes a typical purpose of iRules? 

A. iRules can be used to add individual control characters to an HTTP data stream. 

B. iRules can be used to update the timers on monitors as a server load changes.iRules can be used to update the
timers on monitors as a server\\'s load changes. 

C. iRules can examine a server response and remove it from a pool if the response is unexpected iRules can examine a
server\\'s response and remove it from a pool if the response is unexpected. 

D. iRules can be used to look at client requests and server responses to choose a pool member to select for load
balancing. 

Correct Answer: A 
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